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Abstract

22

The dilution effect predicts increasing biodiversity to reduce the risk of infection, but the

23

generality of this effect remains unresolved. Because biodiversity loss generates predictable

24

changes in host community competence, we hypothesized that biodiversity loss might drive

25

the dilution effect. We tested this hypothesis by reanalyzing four previously published meta-

26

analyses that came to contradictory conclusions regarding generality of the dilution effect. In

27

the context of biodiversity loss, our analyses revealed a unifying pattern: dilution effects were

28

inconsistently observed for natural biodiversity gradients, but were commonly observed for

29

biodiversity gradients generated by disturbances causing losses of native biodiversity.

30

Incorporating biodiversity loss into tests of generality of the dilution effect further indicated

31

that scale-dependency may strengthen the dilution effect only when biodiversity gradients are

32

driven by biodiversity loss. Together, these results help to resolve one of the most

33

contentious issues in disease ecology: the generality of the dilution effect.

34
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35
36

Introduction
Increasing biodiversity is often associated with a reduction in the risk of infectious

37

diseases, a phenomenon known as the dilution effect (Keesing et al. 2006, 2010; Civitello et

38

al. 2015; Halliday & Rohr 2019). Yet, despite more than three decades of empirical research,

39

meta-analyses, reviews, and syntheses, there remains polarizing debate regarding the

40

generality of this effect (Halsey 2019; Rohr et al. 2020). Several recent studies provide a

41

promising framework for resolving this debate, suggesting that changes in the structure of

42

host communities, rather than biodiversity per se, can explain when a dilution effect should

43

be observed (Johnson et al. 2013, 2019; Joseph et al. 2013; Mihaljevic et al. 2014; Strauss et

44

al. 2016; Liu et al. 2018; Halliday et al. 2019). Implicit in these studies is a focus on

45

biodiversity loss: the structure of host communities often shifts predictably when biodiversity

46

is lost or recovered, particularly following disturbances, and often in a way that favors

47

species with combinations of physiological traits associated with increased disease risk

48

(Joseph et al. 2013; Mihaljevic et al. 2014; Johnson et al. 2015a). These predictable shifts

49

suggest that there should be a strong relationship between biodiversity and disease risk

50

following a loss of native biodiversity. In contrast, such predictable changes are not expected

51

over natural biodiversity gradients (Table 1).

52

While many studies focus on measuring the diversity of host species in the context of

53

disease, the structure of host communities can also be measured in the context of disease

54

using characteristics of host species or host functional traits (Johnson et al. 2013; Halliday et

55

al. 2019; Kirk et al. 2019), resulting in trait-based measures of host community competence.

56

This approach, which has rapidly gained traction in disease ecology, suggests that host

57

species that are the best able to spread diseases (i.e., the most competent hosts), often share

58

particular suites of physiological traits (Huang et al. 2013; Martin et al. 2019; Becker & Han

59

2020). Thus, host community competence can be linked to distributions of important host
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60

traits across host communities (Johnson et al. 2015b; Liu et al. 2017). Importantly, several

61

recent studies indicate that host community competence often covaries with host diversity,

62

obscuring the true effect of host diversity, per se, on infectious disease risk (Johnson et al.

63

2015a; Young et al. 2017; Halliday et al. 2019). This covariance in host community

64

competence and host diversity might, in turn, be driven by community disassembly or

65

recolonization associated with biodiversity loss (Johnson et al. 2019; Rohr et al. 2020).

66

Biodiversity loss can drive the dilution effect because the most competent hosts also

67

tend to be the species that remain or recolonize following biodiversity loss (Table 1a). One

68

explanation for this pattern relates to host life history (Ostfeld & Keesing 2000; Previtali et

69

al. 2012). Specifically, hosts with life history strategies that favor growth, reproduction, and

70

dispersal, over defense against parasites (e.g., hosts exhibiting a fast pace of life), often

71

contribute the most to disease in the communities that they occupy (i.e., act as disease

72

amplifiers; Cronin et al. 2010; Johnson et al. 2012; Sears et al. 2015). Similarly, in a study of

73

2,277 vertebrate host species and 66 parasites, the best reservoir hosts (those with high

74

abundance and diversity of parasites) were hosts with broad geographic ranges that invest

75

heavily in reproduction and growth (Han et al. 2015b) (see also Luis et al. 2013). These fast

76

pace-of-life hosts are also often the most resistant hosts to extinction (Hanski et al. 2006;

77

Gibbs & Van Dyck 2010; Albrecht & Haider 2013; Fay et al. 2015; Keinath et al. 2017;

78

Merckx et al. 2018; Ziv & Davidowitz 2019). Consequently, as host communities become

79

fragmented or disturbed and biodiversity is lost, these fast pace-of-life, amplifying hosts

80

remain, while their slow pace-of-life counterparts are lost (Joseph et al. 2013; Mihaljevic et

81

al. 2014; Johnson et al. 2015a), leading to covariance between host diversity and host

82

community competence. This hypothesis has been borne out for amphibian (Johnson et al.

83

2013), mammal (Ostfeld & LoGiudice 2003), and plant hosts (Liu et al. 2018). In two recent

84

experiments, one using amphibian hosts (Johnson et al. 2019) and the other focused on plant
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85

hosts (Liu et al. 2018), dilution was not observed in communities that were disassembled

86

randomly, but when communities disassembled naturally, biodiversity significantly reduced

87

disease, lending further support to this hypothesis. Consequently, theory suggests that

88

biodiversity gradients associated with biodiversity loss should result in dilution effects.

89

Whereas biodiversity loss is often linked to increased host community competence

90

during community disassembly, the relationship between natural biodiversity gradients and

91

host community competence is less clearly defined (Table 1b). For example, increasing

92

elevation can increase host diversity, decrease host diversity, or generate unimodal diversity

93

patterns, depending on characteristics of the ecosystem, habitat, host taxonomic group, and

94

their interactions (Körner 2007; Wohlgemuth et al. 2008; Altermatt et al. 2013; Peters et al.

95

2016; Laiolo et al. 2018). Similarly, increasing elevation can select for more poorly-defended

96

hosts when there is reduced selection for resistance at high elevations (Pellissier et al. 2014;

97

Kergunteuil et al. 2019), but might also favor slow-growing, long-lived, well-defended hosts

98

due to limited resources and stressful environmental conditions at high elevation (Nobis &

99

Schweingruber 2013). Consequently using host competence to predict biodiversity-disease

100

relationships along elevational gradients is challenging.

101

Table 1. Common drivers of local biodiversity loss and expected impacts on host community structure
Effect on biodiversity

Effect on community structure and host community competence

Relationship
between biodiversity
and competence

A) Drivers of biodiversity gradients associated with biodiversity loss
Fragmentation

Increasing fragmentation reduces native
host diversity (Hanski 2015)

Slow pace of life hosts, which tend to exhibit low competence (Cronin et al.
2010; Johnson et al. 2012), and tend to be poor dispersers, are among the first
to be lost, while fast pace of life hosts, which tend to also be good dispersers,
tend to resist fragmentation (Hanski et al. 2006; Gibbs & Van Dyck 2010;
Keinath et al. 2017; Ziv & Davidowitz 2019). Habitat specialists tend to be lost
more commonly than habitat generalists (Keinath et al. 2017). Parasites that
specialise on one or a few hosts also tend to be lost more commonly than host
generalists (Colwell et al. 2012; but see Farrell et al. 2015).

Negative (i.e.,
increasing
biodiversity is
associated with a
reduction in host
community
competence)

Urbanization

Increasing urbanization reduces native host
diversity (McKinney 2008)

Increasing urbanization can be considered as a series of filters that select
different species (Williams et al. 2009). Most of these filters appear to favor
fast pace-of-life hosts and good dispersers and disfavor slow-pace of life hosts
and poor dispersers. For example, urbanization often increases fragmentation
and the frequency and duration of disturbances (Stenhouse 2004; Hahs et al.
2009; Ramalho et al. 2014), which together tend to favor fast pace-of-life hosts
(Tilman 1990; Cadotte 2007; Keinath et al. 2017; Lopez et al. 2018). Urban
environmental effects include soil and atmospheric pollution, increased
temperatures due to the urban heat island effect, and increased water stress
(Pickett et al. 2001; Grimm et al. 2008), which also tend to favor hosts with
fast-pace-of life and high dispersal abilities (Albrecht & Haider 2013; Fay et al.
2015; Merckx et al. 2018; Heckman et al. 2019).

Negative

Agricultural
intensification

Increasing agricultural intensification
reduces native host diversity (Beckmann et
al. 2019)

Increasing agricultural intensification fragments host habitat, favoring fast pace
of life, and highly competent hosts. Increasing nutrient supplies associated with
agricultural intensification also tends to favor hosts with fast-pace-of life and
low defense against enemies (Fay et al. 2015; Heckman et al. 2019). Similarly,
pesticides often disproportionately harm large-bodied, slow-growing (and less
competent) hosts (Wagner et al. 2015), and sublethal pesticide exposure can
select for fast-paced life-history strategies (Debecker et al. 2016), and increase
host exposure to parasites by shifting host behavior (Gendron et al. 2003).

Negative

Effect on biodiversity

Effect on community structure and host community competence

Relationship
between biodiversity
and competence

B) Drivers of biodiversity gradients not associated with biodiversity loss

102

Environmental
heterogeneity

Increasing heterogeneity within
communities generally increases native
host richness (Stein et al. 2014). Among
communities, environmental heterogeneity
can generate variation in host diversity,
though the direction of the effect depends
on the source of heterogeneity (e.g.,
resource supply, soil type, temperature).

Change in composition is related to the underlying source of heterogeneity. For
example, soil resource availability could generate variation based on growthdefense tradeoffs (Heckman et al. 2019), whereas topographical heterogeneity
might be harder to predict (see “Elevation”).

Positive, negative,
or none

Island
biogeography

Increasing distance and decreasing island
size reduces native host diversity
(MacArthur & Wilson 1967; Simberloff &
Wilson 1970; MacArthur 1972)

Increasing distance and decreasing island size favors fast pace-of-life hosts,
which also tend to be good dispersers (MacArthur & Wilson 1967; Hanski et al.
2006; Gibbs & Van Dyck 2010; Keinath et al. 2017; Ziv & Davidowitz 2019),
and might be more competent (Cronin et al. 2010; Johnson et al. 2012).

Negative

Elevation

Increasing elevation can increase native
host diversity, decrease native host
diversity, or generate unimodal diversity
patterns, depending on characteristics of
the ecosystem, habitat, host taxonomic
group, and their interactions (Körner 2007;
Wohlgemuth et al. 2008; Altermatt et al.
2013; Peters et al. 2016; Laiolo et al. 2018)

High elevations may favor slow-growing, long lived, well defended (and
therefore, less competent) hosts due to limited resources and stressful
environmental conditions (Nobis & Schweingruber 2013). Alternatively, high
elevations may favor more competent hosts due to reduced selection for
resistance (Pellissier et al. 2014; Kergunteuil et al. 2019). Additionally,
increasing elevation can change the intensity of biological interactions (Roslin
et al. 2017; Hargreaves et al. 2019), thereby altering how individual host
species contribute to host community competence (Benkman 2013).

Positive, negative,
or none

Latitude

Increasing latitude reduces native host
biodiversity (Wallace 1878, Hillebrand
2004)

Latitudinal gradients of host community structure are often idiosyncratic. For
some taxa (e.g., birds), high latitudes favor fast pace-of-life hosts (Jetz et al.
2008), whereas for other taxa (e.g., some plants) high latitudes appear to favor
slow-growing, long lived, well defended (and therefore, less competent) hosts
(Oleksyn et al. 2003). Additionally, increasing latitude can change the intensity
of biological interactions (Roslin et al. 2017; Hargreaves et al. 2019), thereby
altering how individual host species contribute to host community competence
(Benkman 2013).

Positive, negative,
or none
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103

Different drivers of biodiversity gradients might also influence whether and when

104

contingencies arise in the strength and direction of biodiversity-disease relationships (e.g.,

105

Halliday & Rohr 2019). For example, it has been proposed that biodiversity-disease

106

relationships should be strongest at local scales and in tropical regions, where biotic

107

interactions are strongest, and should weaken as spatial scale and (absolute values of) latitude

108

increase and the strength of biotic interactions declines (Wood & Lafferty 2013; Johnson et

109

al. 2015a; Cohen et al. 2016; Halliday & Rohr 2019; Liu et al. 2020; Rohr et al. 2020) (but

110

see Magnusson et al. 2020). This effect might be particularly strong among studies that

111

depend on biodiversity loss if biodiversity loss generates consistent patterns of host

112

community competence, and might be weaker or even reverse among studies that do not

113

depend on biodiversity loss depending on the relationship between biodiversity and host

114

community competence (Table 1). Thus, moderation of the dilution effect might differ among

115

studies that do not involve biodiversity loss and among studies that do.

116

In this study, we test whether the diluting effect of host diversity on disease risk

117

varies between natural biodiversity gradients and biodiversity gradients that are associated

118

with recent loss of native host species. We test this by reanalyzing four previously published

119

meta-analyses that came to contradictory conclusions regarding generality in the dilution

120

effect. Re-analyzing these data in the context of biodiversity loss reveals a unifying pattern:

121

dilution effects are inconsistently observed for biodiversity gradients that are not associated

122

with the loss of biodiversity (e.g., latitudinal, elevation, and habitat size gradients, or

123

environmental heterogeneity), but are very regularly observed for biodiversity gradients that

124

are generated by disturbances that cause losses of native biodiversity (Table 1). These

125

patterns are robust to misclassification of as many as 50% of the biodiversity gradients in

126

these two categories. Incorporating biodiversity loss into tests of generality in the dilution

127

effect further helps to unify understanding of contingencies in the biodiversity-disease
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128

relationships, suggesting that scale-dependency should weaken the dilution effect when

129

biodiversity gradients do not involve biodiversity loss, but may strengthen the dilution effect

130

when biodiversity gradients are driven by biodiversity loss. Together, these results help to

131

resolve one of the most contentious issues in disease ecology: the generality of the dilution

132

effect.

133
134

Methods

135

Does biodiversity loss underlie the dilution effect of biodiversity?

136

To test whether biodiversity loss can explain generality in the relationship between

137

biodiversity and disease risk, we reanalyzed four previously-published meta-analyses. These

138

four previously published studies used different selection criteria and modeling frameworks,

139

focused on different subsets of host and parasite taxa, and came to different conclusions

140

regarding the generality of the dilution effect (Table 2). Conclusions from these published

141

syntheses were contradictory, suggesting that the dilution effect can be robust (Civitello et al.

142

2015; Magnusson et al. 2020), scale dependent (Halliday & Rohr 2019), or dependent on

143

latitude, habitat, and parasite life history (Liu et al. 2020).

144

We obtained data and code (when available) from these four publications. For each

145

study in each dataset, we assigned the driver of the underlying biodiversity gradient, and

146

whether or not that driver was associated with biodiversity loss (presented in Table 1) by

147

reading the abstract and methods of each study. We could not identify the driver of

148

biodiversity gradients in five studies (Table 2), so those studies were omitted from our

149

analysis.
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150

So that all four datasets could be analyzed using the same analytical approach, we

151

transformed Spearman Rank correlations from Halliday & Rohr (2019) into Fisher’s Z

152

following the methods provided in Liu et al (2020). Briefly, the Spearman rank correlation

153

from each study was transformed into Fisher’s Z using the following equation: ! = " ln(!"#
),
!$#

154

!
and the variance of Fisher’s Z was defined as '# = ln (%$&
). One study included a Spearman

155

Rank correlation of -1. We therefore subtracted 1e−5 from the Spearman Rank correlation

156

when calculating Fisher’s Z. We reconstructed the analyses performed in Civitello et al.

157

(2015), Magnusson et al. (2020), and Liu et al. (2020), and analyzed Fisher’s Z from Halliday

158

& Rohr (2019). Each model included whether or not the biodiversity gradient was associated

159

with biodiversity loss as a moderator, and manuscript and parasite as random effects. All

160

analyses were then performed using the R package metafor (Viechtbauer 2010).

!

161
162

Are biodiversity-disease patterns robust to misclassification and whether or not studies

163

included manipulative experiments?

164

We acknowledge that our classification of biodiversity gradients as being associated

165

with biodiversity loss or not might be imprecise. For example, Rendón-Franco et al. (2014)

166

measured diseases of small mammals in three different vegetation types: short grassland, tall

167

grassland, and mesquite shrub, with the aim of acquiring a gradient of host richness and

168

diversity. The factors that determined these three different vegetation types was unclear from

169

the manuscript, so we assigned the driver of this biodiversity gradient as environmental

170

heterogeneity, which is not associated with biodiversity loss (Table 1). However, it is equally

171

possible that these three vegetation types were a reflection of different land-use histories,

172

which would be associated with biodiversity loss, and that we therefore misclassified the

173

underlying biodiversity gradient in this study.
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174

To test whether our results were sensitive to misclassification in how we assigned

175

drivers of biodiversity gradients, we randomly selected a proportion of studies, then

176

randomly assigned the driver of biodiversity gradients in those studies, and re-analyzed the

177

data, permuting this misclassification analysis 200 times for each misclassification rate.

178

In addition to problems of misclassification, assigning the underlying driver of

179

biodiversity gradients in experiments can be problematic. Most experimental designs involve

180

some kind of biodiversity loss; however, whether that loss is a random artifact of

181

experimental design or represents a realistic example of biodiversity loss in nature depends

182

on experimental design. Consequently, the relationship between biodiversity and disease risk

183

in manipulative experiments is often sensitive to host composition (Venesky et al. 2014; Han

184

et al. 2015a; Halliday et al. 2017). To our knowledge, only two studies have compared

185

random and realistic biodiversity loss experimentally, with both studies finding that realistic

186

biodiversity loss produced the strongest and most consistent dilution effects (Liu et al. 2018;

187

Johnson et al. 2019). We therefore next dropped experiments from all datasets and re-

188

analyzed the data.

189
190

Does accounting for biodiversity loss explain inconsistencies among different data

191

syntheses?

192

Finally, using the databasets, but excluding experiments, we tested whether

193

inconsistencies among studies in the factors that modify the dilution effect could be explained

194

by biodiversity loss. To this end, we re-analyzed the data, using the moderators tested in each

195

original meta-analysis and an interaction between that moderator and whether or not the

196

biodiversity gradient was associated with biodiversity loss.

197
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199
200

Table 2. Summary of key data syntheses studying generality in the relationship between
biodiversity and disease risk

Data types

Studies
(unique)

Manuscripts
(unique)

Civitello et
al. 2015

All studies

208 (123)

45 (21)

Parasite type,
lifecycle,
functional
group,
specialization;
Study type

None

Parasite
type

Haliday &
Rohr 2019

Studies with
more than
three unique
diversity
measures

217 (48)

37 (6)

Spatial scale

Spatial scale

Spatial
scale

Magnusson
et al. 2020

Observation
al studies

120 (16)

37 (9)

Spatial scale;
Latitude;
Geographic
region

Stronger
relationships in
temperate
regions

Spatial
scale

Liu et al.
2020

Studies of
nonagricultural
plant
communities

136 (58)

20 (13)

Parasite life
history,
symptom;
Ecosystem
type; Study
design;
Latitude

Ecosystem type;
Study design;
Parasite life
history;
Latitude

Parasite
life
history,
symptom;
Latitude

Moderators

Contingencies
identified

Moderators
that interact
with
biodiversity
loss

Studies and manuscripts columns reflect the number of studies and manuscripts used in this reanalysis. Figures
showing tests of statistical interactions between biodiversity loss and moderators are presented in Figures S1 – S3.
The following manuscripts were not included because the underlying source of the biodiversity gradient could not
be identified: J. N. Mills. Archives of Virology, 45-57 (2005); A.T. Strauss, et al. Ecol Monogr 86(4):393-411,
(2016); Zimmermann et al. Acta Parasitologica 62: 493-501 (2017); J. A. Lau, S. Y. Strauss. Ecology 86, 29902997 (2005). Sin Nombre Virus from unpublished data in D. J. Salkeld et. al. Ecology Letters 16, 679-686 (2013).

201
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203

Results
Our reanalysis of the four previously published datasets revealed that biodiversity

204

gradients associated with biodiversity loss consistently generated dilution effects (p < 0.01

205

for all studies), whereas other biodiversity gradients inconsistently generated dilution effects

206

(Civitello et al.: p = 0.036; other studies: p > 0.05; Fig. 1). These patterns were robust to

207

misclassification of the underlying source of biodiversity gradients in as many as 50% of the

208

studies (Fig. 2). Moreover, the patterns were often robust to the exclusion of experimental

209

studies, which can often test contrived community compositions. After excluding

210

experiments in the Civitello et al., Halliday and Rohr, and Magnusson et al. datasets,

211

biodiversity gradients associated with biodiversity loss still consistently generated dilution

212

effects (p < 0.0001; p = 0.042; p < 0.0001, respectively), whereas gradients not clearly

213

associated with biodiversity loss still did not (p = 0.07; p = 0.12; p = 0.14, respectively; Fig.

214

3). The exception was the Liu database (Table 2; Liu et al. 2020), where there was no

215

significant dilution effect after excluding experiments (Biodiversity loss: p = 0.12; No

216

biodiversity loss: p = 0.28).

217
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Figure 1. Effect of biodiversity loss on the dilution effect. Each panel corresponds to a
separate meta-analysis of the dilution effect. The y-axis is a standardized effect size from the
meta-analysis, aimed at estimating the strength of the dilution effect, with values below zero
corresponding to a negative effect of biodiversity on disease risk (i.e., dilution). Points are
model-estimated means, and error bars are model-estimated 95% confidence intervals. The
dilution effect is robust across biodiversity gradients driven by biodiversity loss, but this
effect is idiosyncratic across diversity gradients that do not involve biodiversity loss.
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Figure 2. Effect of misclassification on moderation of the dilution effect by biodiversity loss.
Each panel corresponds to a separate meta-analysis of the dilution effect. The y-axis is a
standardized effect size from the meta-analysis, aimed at estimating the strength of the
dilution effect, with values below zero corresponding to a negative effect of biodiversity on
disease risk (i.e., dilution). Points are the average model-estimated mean, and error bars are
he average model-estimated 95% confidence intervals across 200 simulations. The effect of
biodiversity loss on the strength of the dilution effect is robus to misclassification of at least
10% and up to 50% of studies.
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Figure 3. Effect of biodiversity loss on the dilution effect after excluding experiments. Panels
correspond to different databases. Y-axes are standardized effect sizes, with values below
zero corresponding to negative effects (i.e., dilution). Points are model-estimated means, and
error bars are model-estimated 95% confidence intervals. With the exception of Liu, which
was sensitive to study design, the dilution effect is robust across biodiversity gradients driven
by biodiversity loss, but this effect is idiosyncratic across diversity gradients that do not
involve biodiversity loss, even after excluding experiments.
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246

Finally, we tested whether statistical interactions between biodiversity loss and

247

moderators could explain inconsistencies among the four focal studies. The degree to which

248

the four databases included gradients of biodiversity driven by biodiversity loss versus other

249

factors resolved inconsistencies regarding spatial moderation of the dilution effect, but

250

amplified descrepancies related to latitudinal gradients (Table 2; Fig. 4). Spatial scale

251

significantly interacted with biodiversity loss in both studies that evaluated spatial scale

252

(Halliday and Rohr: LRT 5.12, p = 0.024; Magnusson et al.: LRT 6.23, p = 0.013); the

253

strength of dilution increased with scale for studies that involved biodiversity loss and

254

weakened with scale for studies that did not (Fig. 4). In contrast to the consistency across

255

studies in the scale patterns, we found a non-significant (LRT 2.40, p = 0.12) and significant

256

(LRT 5.54, p=0.019) interaction between biodiversity loss and (absolute value of) latitude for

257

the Magnusson et al. and Liu et al. datasets, respectively (Fig. 4). Moreover, the direction of

258

these effects were opposite; in Liu et al., dilution weakened with increasing (absolute values

259

of) latitude for biodiversity-loss studies, whereas in Magnusson et al., dilution strengthened

260

with increasing (absolute values of) latitude for non-biodiversity-loss studies (Fig. 4).

261
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Figure 4. Effect of biodiversity loss on moderation of the dilution effect. Panels correspond
to models of the interaction between biodiversity-loss and spatial scale (A & B) or latitude (C
& D) for different meta-analyses, excluding experiments. The y-axis is a standardized effect
size from the meta-analysis. Lines are model-estimated means, and ribbons are modelestimated 95% confidence intervals. Incorporating biodiversity loss resolves inconsistences
in the effect of spatial scale, but not latitude.
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271
272

Discussion
This study shows broad evidence that biodiversity loss underlies the dilution effect.

273

The effect of biodiversity loss on the dilution effect was robust to misclassification and

274

whether or not studies included manipulative experiments. Furthermore, accounting for

275

biodiversity loss explained some inconsistencies among prior data syntheses. Together, these

276

results provide important context for understanding the role that native biodiversity plays in

277

protecting human wellbeing and ecosystem health, suggesting that preventing biodiversity

278

loss can proactively reduce infectious disease risk (Rohr et al. 2020).

279

Because community disassembly often favors more competent hosts (Table 1), we

280

expected that biodiversity loss would commonly result in dilution effects. Our reanalysis of

281

four published datasets is consistent with this idea: dilution effects were commonly observed

282

among biodiversity-loss studies across all four datasets. However, we did not directly test

283

whether dilution effects arise due to an increase in competent hosts, because most published

284

studies do not report the identities or abundances of (potentially) diluting host species. Future

285

studies should test for generality in this mechanism directly by comparing host community

286

structure (including traits associated with host community competence and host biodiversity)

287

across a variety of biodiversity drivers (e.g., Halliday et al. 2019), and in a variety of study

288

systems.

289

Because the relationship between host community competence and biodiversity is

290

often unpredictable along natural biodiversity gradients (Table 1), we expected that gradients

291

not associated with biodiversity loss would inconsistently result in dilution effects. Our

292

results support this idea: dilution effects were inconsistently observed among non-

293

biodiversity-loss studies in three out of four datasets. However, these results do not suggest

294

that dilution effects only occur when biodiversity gradients are associated with biodiversity

295

loss. Importantly, even when there is no net association between host diversity and
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296

community competence, increasing biodiversity can still reduce disease risk of parasites that

297

are specialized to infect a small number of host species by modulating host density (i.e., via

298

encounter reduction; Mitchell et al. 2002; Keesing et al. 2006). Encounter reduction, in turn,

299

might be particularly relevant when gradients include seasonality (e.g., latitude, elevation)

300

that affects peak prevalence and the duration of the epidemic season. Thus, biodiversity

301

gradients that are not associated with biodiversity loss could still generate consistent dilution

302

effects via encounter reduction for specialist parasites. Understanding the degree to which

303

biodiversity influences disease risk among specialists versus generalists in the context of

304

biodiversity loss therefore remains an important topic for future studies.

305

Our prediction that biodiversity loss underlies the dilution effect was grounded in host

306

community competence, because host communities become more competent as biodiversity

307

is lost (e.g., Johnson et al. 2013; Liu et al. 2017); however, biodiversity loss could also

308

influence the dilution effect by other potential mechanisms. As an example, biodiversity loss

309

does not necessarily alter nutrient availability, but nutrient availability can underly a natural

310

biodiversity gradient, with implications for higher trophic levels (Grace et al. 2016; Cappelli

311

et al. 2019). Gradients that are or are not associated biodiversity loss could also differ in host

312

abundance or density, connectivity of hosts and parasites, or host temporal turnover (Keesing

313

et al. 2006, 2010; Young et al. 2014; Johnson et al. 2015a).

314

Our results also suggest that statistical interactions between biodiversity loss and

315

spatial scale might be sufficient to explain inconsistencies among the four focal studies, but

316

that interactions between biodiversity loss and latitude are not. However, as in prior studies

317

on the dilution effect, we wish to emphasize that our analysis of spatial scale might be

318

sensitive to the scarcity of studies conducted at the largest spatial scale and to a variety of

319

study characteristics linked to spatial scale, including the metrics used to estimate diversity

320

and disease, study design, and parasite type (Halliday & Rohr 2019). Importantly, both
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321

datasets that tested spatial scale only included one global study where the underlying gradient

322

involved biodiversity loss (Derne et al. 2011) and only one global study where the underlying

323

gradient did not involve biodiversity loss (Wood et al. 2017). Consequently, we cannot rule

324

out the possibility that these results could change if future studies filled these research gaps.

325

Nevertheless, incorporating biodiversity loss resolved inconsistencies among studies related

326

to spatial moderation of the dilution effect.

327

Even among datasets where biodiversity loss interacted with scale or latitude, the

328

direction and magnitude of these interactions was not always consistent with theory.

329

Specifically, theory predicts that increasing spatial scale and (absolute values of) latitude

330

should weaken the dilution effect, because biotic interactions tend to weaken with increasing

331

spatial scale and (absolute values of) latitude (Wood & Lafferty 2013; Johnson et al. 2015a;

332

Cohen et al. 2016; Halliday & Rohr 2019; Liu et al. 2020; Rohr et al. 2020) (but see

333

Magnusson et al. 2020). We therefore expected that if host community competence drives the

334

dilution effect (Johnson et al. 2013), and this process occurs more commonly when native

335

biodiversity is lost (Table 1), then this moderating effect of latitude and spatial scale would

336

be strongest among biodiversity-loss studies. Consistent with this hypothesis, increasing

337

latitude weakened the dilution effect in biodiversity-loss studies, though this effect was only

338

observed in one dataset (Liu et al. 2020). In contrast, increasing scale increased the strength

339

of the dilution effect among biodiversity-loss studies. We suggest that this result might be

340

more statistical than biological: among non-biodiversity-loss studies where biodiversity is not

341

associated with host community competence, large spatial scales can confound biodiversity

342

gradients with changes in species pools, weakening dilution effects (Wood & Lafferty 2013;

343

Rohr et al. 2020). In contrast, among biodiversity-loss studies where biodiversity is

344

associated with community competence regardless of the underlying species pool, increasing

345

scale could strengthen the dilution effect, particularly if large-scale studies capture a larger
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346

portion of the biodiversity gradient than smaller-scale studies, and their biodiversity-disease

347

relationships favor dilution over the majority of the gradient (i.e., they are right-skewed;

348

Halliday & Rohr 2019; Rohr et al. 2020). These results highlight the need for studies that

349

measure biodiversity gradients across spatial scales to better disentangle conditions under

350

which spatial scale and latitude moderate the dilution effect.

351

Together, the results of this study highlight the need to consider drivers of

352

biodiversity gradients when predicting the role of biodiversity in influencing infectious

353

disease. Specifically, our results suggest that dilution effects may occur less commonly for

354

biodiversity gradients that are not associated with the loss of biodiversity, but occur regularly

355

for biodiversity gradients that are generated by disturbances that cause losses of native

356

biodiversity. These results are consistent with a growing body of literature suggesting that the

357

role of biodiversity in regulating ecosystem processes depends on characteristics of species or

358

individuals present in those ecosystems (Mouillot et al. 2011; Allan et al. 2015; Leitão et al.

359

2016; Van de Peer et al. 2018; Bagousse-Pinguet et al. 2019; Start & Gilbert 2019; Heilpern

360

et al. 2020). These results therefore provide clarity in an increasingly polarized debate.

361

Specifically, because characteristics of host communities often predictably change with

362

biodiversity loss, these results suggest that biodiversity loss generally exacerbates infectious

363

disease risk.

364
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